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Abstract We have studied the critical behaviour of a doped Mott insulator near the metalinsulator
transition for the innitedimensional Hubbard model using a linearized form of dynamical meaneld
theory The discontinuity in the chemical potential in the change from hole to electron doping for U
larger than a critical value U
c
 has been calculated analytically and is found to be in good agreement with
the results of numerical methods We have also derived analytic expressions for the compressibility the
quasiparticle weight the double occupancy and the local spin susceptibility near halflling as functions
of the onsite Coulomb interaction and the doping
PACS 

Fd Lattice fermion models Hubbard model etc  
a Strongly correlated electron
systems heavy fermions  
h Metalinsulator transitions and other electronic transitions
  Introduction
The MottHubbard metalinsulator transition  MIT is
an important but dicult manybody problem which has
been studied extensively 	
 Signicant progress has been
achieved in recent years through the application of dy
namical meaneld theory  DMFT 	 to generic micro
scopic models such as the singleband Hubbard model
In this approach the lattice problem is mapped onto an
impurity problem where a correlated impurity site is em
bedded in an eective uncorrelated medium that has to be
determined selfconsistently The mapping can be shown
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to be exact for certain models with local interactions in
the limit of innite dimensions 	 and constitutes an ap
proximate method for nitedimensional models Several
techniques have been applied to deal with the eective im
purity problem including iterated perturbation theory 	
noncrossing approximation 	 projective selfconsistent
method  PSCM 	 quantum Monte Carlo  QMC 	
exact diagonalization  ED 	 and numerical renormaliza
tion group  NRG 	 techniques These methods have
dierent strengths and limitations and apparent discrep
ancies between some of the results have led to a contro
versial discussion on the nature of the MIT in the innite
dimensional Hubbard model at low temperatures 	


Recently however most of these dierences have been re
solved 	

However not all aspects of the transition have been in
vestigated thoroughly In particular the critical behaviour
of the doped Mott insulator has not received so much at
tention as it is more dicult to solve the model o half
lling using purely numerical methods Iterated perturba
tion theory which provides a reasonable description of the
MIT at halflling 	 is less suitable for calculations in
the doped case since ad hoc modications of the approach
become necessary away from halflling 	

Recently we have shown 	

 that a linearized form
of the DMFT provides a simple and attractive technique
to obtain approximate but analytical results for the crit
ical regime Using this approach for the single and for
the twoband Hubbard model it has been demonstrated
that the predictions for the critical coupling of the MIT
are in very good agreement with most accurate numerical
estimates
Here we show that the linearized DMFT can be ex
tended to the nonsymmetric case This allows for a com
prehensive analytical investigation of the critical behaviour
as a function of doping In particular we have calculated
the discontinuity in the chemical potential on changing
from hole to electron doping The analytic result is in
good agreement with the results of numerical methods
NRG as well as ED It also agrees well with the result of
PSCM 	 In addition we have analytically determined
the compressibility the quasiparticle weight the double
occupancy and the local spin susceptibility near halflling
as functions of the onsite Coulomb interaction and the
doping These are dicult to calculate using the numeri
cal methods mentioned above
 Linearized dynamical meaneld theory
We consider the singleband Hubbard model at zero tem
perature on the Bethe lattice 	
 with innite connectiv
ity q   
H  
X
 ij
t
ij
 c
y
i
c
j
 hc  U
X
i
n
i
n
i
  

The nearestneighbor hopping is scaled as usual t
ij

t
p
q
	 For the singleband Hubbard model on the Bethe lat
tice the DMFT selfconsistency equation is simply given
by 	
G

 z
 
 z   t

G z  
where G z is the local Greens function of the Hubbard
model and G

 z   z
f
 z
 
is the noninteracting
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Greens function of an eective singleimpurity Ander
son model dened by the hybridization function  z
The DMFT selfconsistency cycle starts with a guess for
the hybridization function 	 The solution of the cor
responding impurity model yields the impurity Greens
function G z to be identied with the onsite Greens
function of the lattice model From the selfconsistency
equation   G

 z and thus a new hybridization function
 z can be calculated The cycles have to be repeated
until selfconsistency is achieved
The application of numerical methods for solving the
eective impurity problem  see ref 	
 for example have
established that at moderate coupling the density of states
in the metallic phase is characterized by a threepeak
structure consisting of the lower and the upper Hubbard
bands and a quasiparticle resonance near the Fermi en
ergy in addition The quasiparticle peak is more or less
isolated from the Hubbard bands On approaching the
Mottinsulating state with increasing interaction strength
the quasiparticle peak becomes extremely narrow and 
nally vanishes for U  U
c
 The critical interaction strength
U
c
 U
c
should be distinguished from the critical interac
tion U
c 
at which the insulating solution disappears Using
numerical methods to solve the eective impurity problem
 see ref 	
 for example one obtains U
c 
 U
c
and  for
T   the metallic solution is stable against the insulat
ing one in the whole coexistence region U
c 
 U  U
c

The linearized dynamical meaneld theory 	

 fo
cusses on the critical regime close to the actual transition
point at U
c
 U
c
 Here the quasiparticle peak is approx
imated by a single pole at the Fermi level i e G z 
Z
z
near the Fermi level with a small weight Z   as U  U
c

Correspondingly the hybridization function z is a one
pole function  z 
V
 
z
 This eectively represents an
approximate mapping of the model  
 onto a twosite or
zerobandwidth Anderson model 	

H
site
 
f
X

f
y

f

 Uf
y

f

f
y

f

 
c
X

c
y

c

 V
X

 f
y

c

 c
y

f

  
with 
c
  and 
f
  The hybridization strength
V has be determined from the selfconsistency equation
which takes the simple form
t

Z  V

  
For a more detailed discussion and for an extension of the
approach to the twoband model see refs 	


Now we calculate the critical value of U for the MIT at
halflling In this case the chemical potential is xed to
 
U

due to particlehole symmetry Close to the MIT
V is small and V   for U  U
c
 The weight Z can
be calculated from the impurity spectral function and is
given by 	
  see also Appendix A
Z  
V

U

  
up to second order in V  From eqs   we obtain the
critical value
U
c
 t  
This result is in good agreement with the best numerical
estimates of NRG  U
c
 t 	
 and ED  U
c
 t
	
 as well as PSCM  U
c
 t 	
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When we solve the selfconsistency equation   by it
eration V

increases exponentially with iteration number
for U  U
c
 In this case the singlepole approximation
for  z breaks down On the other hand for U  U
c

the hybridization strength V

decreases exponentially to
give the selfconsistent value V

  corresponding to the
insulating solution
 Critical behaviour of the singleband
Hubbard model
  Physical quantities
For more extensive studies of the critical region of the
Mott MIT we need the result for the quasiparticle weight
up to fourth order in V  see Appendix A
Z  V

F  U  V

G U   
where
F  U  





 U  


 U  

  
G U  







 U  




 U  



 U  



 U  

  
To determine the doping dependence we also calculate
the impurity occupation number up to second order in V
 see Appendix A
n  
  V

D U   

where
D U  

 U  





  


We note that for 
 


U

 D
 


 and thus n
 



 The
double occupancy d  hn

n

i is given by  see Appendix
A
d 
V

 U  

  

up to second order in V  We also calculate the static local
spin susceptibility 	

 	
ii
  with
	
ii
 
 
Z


dte
it
i th	

S
i

 t

S
i

i  

where

S
i

are the spin raising and lowering operators at
the same site i and where we set  g
B


  
 At T  
	

is given by
	


X
n
jhE
n
j

S

jE

ij

 jhE
n
j

S

jE

ij

E
n
 E

  

where jE
n
i are the eigenstates with the eigenenergies E
n

and jE

i is the ground state By using the results for the
site Anderson model in eq 
 we obtain  see Appendix
A
	




V


 


 
U



 O V



  

We now invoke the selfconsistency equation   and
substitute V

from eq  into eqs 


 This yields
Z U  

F  U 


t




t

G U 
  

n U   
  Z U t

D U   

d U   t

Z U  U  

  

	

 U    U  

Ut

Z U 

  

  Critical behaviour at halflling
First we discuss the critical behaviour near the Mott MIT
at halflling 	
 The chemical potential is xed to  
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U

due to particlehole symmetry In fact eq 
 yields
n U
U

  
 for all U as D U
U

   from eq 

 Sub
stituting  
U

into eqs 


 we obtain
Z U  








U
U
c

  
d U  







U
U
c

  

	

 U  



t



U
U
c

 
  
near U
c
for U  U
c
 The result for Z eq  has already
been obtained by Bulla and Pottho 	
 Using eq 

the compressibility    
n


U
 is given by
 U   t

Z U 
D U 






U
 
  
at halflling for U  U
c
 Substituting eqs 

 into
eq  we obtain
 U  


t



U
U
c

  
near U
c
for U  U
c

Due to local charge uctuations the double occupancy
is nite even in the insulating phase with d U    only
for U   The linearized DMFT however predicts a
vanishing double occupancy for U  U
c
 This indicates
that the approach misses these local uctuations We nev
ertheless believe that the trends in the metallic phase are
correct on the meaneld level This situation may be anal
ogous to the meaneld theory of ferromagnetism in the
Heisenberg model where the uctuations in the magneti
zation and shortrange order cannot be taken into account
We also note that the local spin susceptibility diverges in
the limit of the MIT U  U
c
 Even in this limit however
the uniform spin susceptibility is nite due to the eect of
the superexchange interaction J  t

U 	
   Discontinuity in the chemical potential
For U  U
c
the chemical potential  as a function of n is
continuous at n  
 For U  U
c
 on the other hand  n
has a discontinuity at n  
 At halflling the system is
a Mott insulator for U  U
c
and for 

   

where


 

 U  

 

 U  and 

 U   

 U  For
U  U
c
a nite   



indicates a nite insulating
gap E
g
in the singleparticle excitation spectrum Note
however that for a correlated system the discontinuity
 may be dierent  smaller compared with the single
particle gap E
g
 The jump  can be calculated within
the linearized DMFT exploiting the fact that the MIT is
characterized by a vanishing quasiparticle weight Setting
Z   in eq 
 we obtain an equation to determine the
MIT point
F  U  


t

  
In Fig 
 F  U  is plotted as a function of  for several
values of U  When U  U
c
 F  U  
 
t
 
for all  and the
system is metallicWhen U  U
c
 F  U  
 
t
 
for   

 

 

 and the system is insulating for 

   

while it is metallic for   

and   

 We notice that
for U  U
c
 F  U  as a function of  is at its minimum
for  
U

consistent with the considerations in ref 	

Using eq  we can solve eq  to get the explicit U
dependence of 

for U  U
c



U


U
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where u 
U
U
c
 
 For the discontinuous jump  


 

we obtain
  U
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u


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
u






u




A

 
  
Note that we have n 
 with n  
  n  
 from eq 

for  

  

 from the metallic side For U  U
c
close to U
c
 eq  yields
 

p

U
c
r
U
U
c
 
  
In Fig  we have plotted  as given by eq  as a
function of U 
We have also calculated  numerically by using the
NRG and the ED methodWe solved the full DMFT equa
tion numerically and obtained the occupation number n as
a function of  When  approaches 

 

 from above
 below n approaches unity from above  below and n  

for 

   

 We also conrmed that at   

 the
groundstate changes from singlet    

or   

 to
doublet  

   

 The ED calculations were done
for nite cluster sizes n
s
up to n
s
 

 An extrapolation
of the results yields the n
s
 extrapolated value of 
as shown in the inset of Fig 
As can be seen from Fig  the result from the lin
earized DMFT is in good agreement with the results of
the NRG and the ED It also agrees well with the result
from the PSCM 	 We note that the result for 

from
the linearized DMFT seems to be less satisfying for the
strongcoupling limit U  U
c
 This may be explained by
the fact that here 

is very close to the edge of the lower
or upper Hubbard band respectively and that the eect of
the bandwidth which is neglected in the linearized DMFT
	
 becomes important 	
Concluding we have the following picture of the tran
sition In the case of halflling and U  U
c
 the lower
and the upper Hubbard bands are well separated by the
MottHubbard gap E
g
in the singleparticle excitation
spectrum As a function of n there is a nite jump 
in the chemical potential at n  
 As U approaches U
c
from above    as given by eq  and the sys
tem becomes metallic The singleparticle gap E
g
closes
discontinuously at U
c
as the quasiparticle peak appears at
the Fermi energy between the Hubbard bands For U  Uc
there is no real gap i e E
g
  but still there are well
separated lower and upper Hubbard bands Similarly for
xed U  U
c
and for  approaching 

 U  from above
 

 U  from below the gap E
g
closes discontinuously
due to the appearance of quasiparticle ingap states at
the Fermi energy while there are still well separated Hub
bard bands This picture is conrmed by more extensive
NRG and ED calculations and is essentially the same as
given by Fisher et al 	  see also ref 	
  Doping dependence
Finally we discuss the critical behaviour of the doped
metallic system for U  U
c
close to the Mott insulat
ing phase Substituting eq  into eq 
 we obtain the
doping dependence of the quasiparticle weight for n  

and U  U
c
Z U n  C U jn 
j  
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2 3 4 50
1
2
3
F(U,μ)
μ
U=5
U=6
U=7
1
t2μ
–
μ+
Fig  The  dependence of F U dened in eq for several values of U  The critical interaction is U
c
 t We set t  

6 7 80
2
4
0 0.01 0.02 0.031
2
3
4
Δμ
ns
 –2
U=6.5
U=7
U=8ns=11 8
6
10
Δμ
U
LDMF
ED
NRG
PSCM
Fig  The discontinuity of the chemical potential   

 
 
as a function of U for U  U
c
 as obtained from the linearized
DMFT solid line from the exact diagonalization method closed circles from the projective selfconsistent method open
squares  and from the numerical renormalization group method crosses Inset shows an extrapolation of the ED results
with system sizes n
s
   
 and 

 We set t  

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where the coecient C U  is given by
C U 
 
 t

jD U 

j  t

U
	U

  



  
Due to particlehole symmetry we obtain the same result
for both n  
 and n  

Eliminating Z from eqs 

 the occupation num
ber can be expressed as a function of U and  For U  U
c
and close to the MIT we have
n U   
 

F  U 


t


D U 
G U 
  

This also yields the compressibility in the limit n 
 for
U  U
c
 U  
D U 


G U 


F  U 






 
  
Again due to particlehole symmetry the result eq 
for  is the same for both n  
 and n  

Substituting eqs  into eq 
 the double occu
pancy is obtained as a function of U and n for n 
 and
U  U
c
d U n  

 U jn 
j  
where


 U 
 


 U  



U
	U

  



  
and where  and  stand for n  
 and n  
 respec
tively For a given interaction strength U we nd 

 


This means that when doping the system away from half
lling the increase of the double occupancy for n  
 is
stronger than its decrease for n  
 As mentioned be
fore there is a nite double occupancy even for n  

and U  U
c
in contrast to the result eq  from the
linearized DMFT Nevertheless we believe that the trend
in the metallic state ie the coecient 

 is physically
signicant
Substituting eqs  into eq 
 the local spin sus
ceptibility is obtained as a function of U and n for n 

and U  U
c
	

 U n   U jn 
j
 
  
where
 U  

U

  

  
In Fig  C
 
  
 

and  as given by eqs 
 are plotted as functions of U  To see the critical
properties near U
c
 we substitute eq  into eqs 
 and obtain for U  U
c
C U 
 




p

r
U
U
c
 
  
 U  

t

U
U
c
 


  


 U 
 


p

r
U
U
c
 
  
 U  

p
t
r
U
U
c
 
  
The critical properties near U
c
as resulting from the lin
earized DMFT are similar to those of the BrinkmanRice
approach 	 However the coecients are dierent
 Conclusion and discussion
We have shown that analytical calculations of the critical
behaviour in the parameter region close to the Mott MIT
can be carried out by using a simple linearized version of
the DMFT This approach gives rather reliable estimates
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6 8 100
0.2
0.4
0.6
U
κ
C–1
α+
–1/10
α
–
–1/10
β
Fig  The compressibility  the coecient C of the quasiparticle weight Z  Cjn   
j the coecient 

of the double
occupancy d  

jn  
j with  for n



 and the coecient  of the local spin susceptibility 	

 jn  
j
  
near halflling
as functions of U for U  U
c
 t obtained from the linearized DMFT We set t  

for the critical parameters at the transition point Consid
ering the singleband Hubbard model we have calculated
the discontinuity in the chemical potential  for the change
from hole to electron doping The analytical result is in
good agreement with the numerical estimates from the
PSCM the NRG and the ED The results for small hole
and electron doping and for U  U
c
can be interpreted in
terms of quasiparticle ingap states which lie within the
MottHubbard gapWe have also made predictions for the
compressibility the quasiparticle weight the double occu
pancy and the local spin susceptibility near halflling as
functions of U and the doping It would be interesting to
see whether these predictions can be conrmed by some of
the more comprehensive numerical realizations of DMFT
and whether there is any experimental evidence in support
of them 	
The simplicity of our approach should also enable sim
ilar calculations to be made for more general models such
as multiband Hubbardtype models where we can have
both MottHubbard type and chargetransfer type metal
insulator transitions 	 Even for more complex multi
band models one might obtain analytical expressions as
has been demonstrated recently for the ve critical pa
rameters in the twoband Hubbard model 	
 This makes
the linearized DMFT a powerful technique for explor
ing general trends and phase diagrams within a high
dimensional parameter space An interesting question to
examine would be the role of ingap states in the twoband
Hubbard model  equivalent to the dp model near the
MIT In this parameter regime the results of the model
should be relevant for a description of the behaviour of
weakly doped highT
c
materials
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Appendix A
Here we discuss the twosite Anderson model eq  	
 in
the limit V   We assume that the conduction level is
between the atomic flevel and the upper Hubbard level

f
 
c
 
f
 U Then we dene
  
c
 
f
   

W  
f
 U  
c
   
The oneelectron eigenstates
jE

i  a

f


ji b

c


ji  
correspond to the eigenenergies
E







c
 
f

q
 
c
 
f


 V


  
For small hybridization strength V

  eq  is sim
plied as
E

 
c

V



V



  
E

 
f

V



V



  
to fourth order in V  with the corresponding eigenstates
jE

i  

V




V




f


 c



ji  
jE

i  

f



V




V




c



ji  
where


 

V



 
V



  
Similarly we obtain the threeelectron  onehole eigenen
ergies

E







c
 
f
 U 
q
 
f
 U  
c


 V


 
For small hybridization strength V

W  eq  is sim
plied as

E

 
c
 
f
 U 
V

W

V

W

  


E

 
c
 
f

V

W

V

W

  
to fourth order in V  The corresponding eigenstates are
j

E

i  


V
W



V

W


f

 c


ji  
j

E

i  

f


V
W



V

W


c


ji  
where


 

V

W

 
V

W

  
and ji  f


f


c


c


ji
The two electron states can be classied as singlets
or triplets In the triplet state the spatial part of the
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wavefunction is antisymmetric and the interaction U has
no eect Then the total energy of the triplet state is given
by E

 E

 
c
 
f
 There are three possible singlet
states which can be written by the linear combination of
the states
j
 
i 


p

 c


f


 c


f


ji  
j

i  c


c


ji  
j

i  f


f


ji  
The eigenenergies are given by the solutions of the equa
tion











E  
c
 
f

p
V 
p
V

p
V E  
c


p
V  E  
f
 U











   
To fourth order in V  the ground state eigenenergy is
E

 
c
 
f
 V








W



V




V

W


 
and the corresponding singlet ground state is
jE

i  


j
 
i 
p
V




V




V

W

j

i

p
V
W



V

W


V

W

j

i

  

with



 
 V









W


 V









W




W



W



W


 
Now we calculate the felectron Greens function of
this model When a f 	 electron is removed from the
ground state jE

i there are two possible nal states jE

i
and jE

i Correspondingly there are two possible single
hole excitations with excitation energies
E

 E

 
f
 V






W

 V









W


W



W


 
 
  
E

 E

 
c
 V







W

 V









W


W



W


 

  
to fourth order in V  The matrix elements for these tran
sitions are
hE

jf

jE

i 


p




V

W





V






V

W


V

W


hE

jf

jE

i 


p



V




V





V
W



V

W


V

W


which yield the transition probabilities
jhE

jf

jE

ij






V








W


W



V













W




W



W




W


 w
 
  
jhE

jf

jE

ij


V









W


W



V













W




W



W



W


 w

  
to fourth order in V 
When a f 	 electron is added to the ground state jE
 
i
possible nal states are j

E

i and j

E

i Correspondingly
there are two possible singleparticle excitations with ex
citation energies

E

 E

 
c
 V





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
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 V









W


W



W


 

  

E

E

 
f
 U  V






W

 V









W


W



W


 

  
to fourth order in V  The matrix elements for these tran
sitions are
h

E

jf

jE

i 


p


V
W



V

W



V




V




V

W


h

E

jf

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
i 


p




V

W





V

W




V




V

W


which yield the transition probabilities
jh

E

jf

jE

ij


V




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


W



W



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
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

W

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
W




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

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
 w
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  
jh

E

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
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
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
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


W




W



W




W


 w

  
to fourth order in V 
From eqs  we obtain the felectron Greens
function which has four poles
G

 z 

X
i 
w
i
z  
i
  

In the limit V   highenergy poles at 
 
 
f
and


 
f
 U have large residues w
 
 w


 

 while low
energy poles merge together at 

 

  with small
total weight Z  w

w


Z  V







W


W


 V









W




W



W



W



to fourth order in V  The number of f electrons n 
 w
 
 w

 is given by
n  
  V









W


 V









W


W



W



to fourth order in V  By using eq 
 we obtain the dou
ble occupancy d  hE

jn
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n
f
jE

i to fourth order in V
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